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Abstract
This paper aims at providing causal evidence on the effects of expanded imported
varieties on total factor productivity (TFP) using French firm level data. Our strategy
is to build an exact index of increase in varieties -using the Broda, Greenfield and
Weinstein (2006) methodology. This index captures the impact of new varieties on
total factor productivity within a Dixit-Stiglitz framework based on a Constant
Elasticity of Substitution production function.
We argue that measurement problems are central to the question we try to address.
We deal with this issue using alternative instrumental variables strategies. First, we
work with sectoral variety index in order to reduce the effect of outliers. Secondly,
working with estimated bilateral imports rather than observed ones, we are able to
adjust the variety index for measurement errors and find a strong impact of this
index on TFP. New varieties that enter the production function appear as weakly
substitutable- with an elasticity of substitution ranging from 1.25 and 1.5 - and
conducive to significant TFP growth.
Key words: variety, trade, total factor productivity
Résumé
Cet article étudie les effets de l’augmentation du nombre de variétés importées sur
la productivité globale des facteurs (PGF) sur données de firmes françaises. Notre
stratégie est d'établir un indice de variété en employant la méthodologie mise en
œuvre par Broda, Greenfield et Weinstein (2006). Cet indice capture l'impact de
nouvelles variétés sur la PGF dans un cadre à la Dixit-Stiglitz basé sur une
élasticité de substitution constante. Les estimations directes rapportent des
élasticités de substitution très élevées. Les problèmes de mesure sont centraux
dans notre analyse. Nous traitons cette question en utilisant des méthodes de
variables instrumentales. Premièrement, nous travaillons avec l'indice de variété
sectoriel afin de réduire l'effet des valeurs aberrantes. Deuxièmement, en travaillant
avec des importations bilatérales estimées plutôt qu'observées, nous sommes en
mesure de corriger partiellement l'indice de variété. Nous trouvons un impact fort
des indices de variété sur la PGF. Les nouvelles variétés qui entrent dans la fonction
de production apparaissent comme faiblement substituables avec pour effet de
favoriser de manière significative la croissance de la TFP.
JEL classification: F1, O4
Mots clefs: variétés, commerce international, productivité globale des facteurs
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Non technical summary
With the rising integration of world markets, a process of disintegration of the
production process through the trade of intermediate inputs has been at work.
This disintegration in the production process goes hand in hand with an increase in
varieties, as the seminal model developed by Krugman (1979) shows. It is generally
admitted that countries gain from trade through this expansion in the number of
traded varieties, what is also referred to as “quality growth” in this paper. However
evidence of these gains at the firm level is generally scanty.
This paper aims at providing causal evidence on the effects of expanded imported
varieties on firm level total factor productivity (TFP). Our strategy is to build an
exact index of increase in varieties -using the Broda, Greenfield and Weinstein
(2006) methodology. This index captures the impact of new varieties on total factor
productivity within a Dixit-Stiglitz framework based on a Constant Elasticity of
Substitution production function. The starting point of this approach consists in a
substantial refinement of a simple count of the number of varieties, accounting for
the weights of new varieties and their degree of substitution with old ones.
We empirically investigate how TFP growth relates to the variety index. With a
standard assumption about the share of intermediate inputs in total output, we are
able to retrieve an estimate of the elasticity of substitution between goods from
different countries. Direct estimations yield very high elasticity of substitution. We
argue that measurement problems are central to the question we try to address.
Due to potentially frequent misreporting of the origin country in custom
declarations, which are not possible to identify through standard datacleaning, the
variety index is likely to be crippled with strong measurement errors at the firm
level. We deal with this issue using alternative IV strategies. First, we work with
sectoral variety index in order to reduce the effect of outliers. Secondly, working
with estimated bilateral imports rather than observed ones, we are able to adjust
the variety index for measurement errors and find a strong impact of this index on
TFP. New varieties that enter the production function appear as very weakly
substitutable- with an elasticity of substitution ranging from 1.25 and 1.5 - and
conducive to significant TFP growth.
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Résumé non technique
En parallèle à l'intégration des marchés mondiaux, un processus de désintégration
du processus de production par les échanges de biens intermédiaires est à l’œuvre.
Cette désintégration du processus de production va de pair avec une augmentation
du nombre de variétés échangées, comme le montre le modèle séminal de Krugman
(1979). S’il est généralement admis que les pays tendent à profiter de cette
expansion du nombre de variétés, ces gains au niveau de la firme sont peu testés
empiriquement.
Cet article étudie les effets de l’augmentation des variétés importées sur la
productivité globale des facteurs (PGF) au niveau de la firme. Notre stratégie est
d'établir un indice de variété en employant la méthodologie mise en œuvre par
Broda, Greenfield et Weinstein (2006). Cet indice capture l'impact de nouvelles
variétés sur la PGF dans un cadre à la Dixit-Stiglitz basé sur une élasticité de
substitution constante. Le point de départ de cette approche consiste en une
amélioration substantielle d'un simple décompte du nombre de variétés, intégrant
les poids en valeur de nouvelles variétés et leur degré de substitution avec les
variétés anciennes.
Nous étudions empiriquement comment la croissance de la PGF est reliée à cet
indice de variété. Avec une hypothèse standard sur la part des entrées
intermédiaires dans la production, nous avons ainsi une évaluation de l'élasticité de
la substitution entre les variétés. Les estimations directes rapportent des élasticités
de substitution très élevées. Les problèmes de mesure sont centraux dans notre
analyse. En raison d’erreur de saisies potentiellement fréquentes sur le pays
d'origine dans des déclarations de douane et qui ne sont pas identifiables par des
méthodes de nettoyage standard, les indices de variété sont susceptibles d'être
entachés d’erreurs de mesure fortes. Nous traitons cette question en utilisant des
méthodes de variables instrumentales. Premièrement, nous travaillons avec l'indice
de variété sectoriel afin de réduire l'effet des valeurs aberrantes. Deuxièmement, en
travaillant avec des importations bilatérales estimées plutôt qu'observées, nous
sommes en mesure de corriger partiellement l'indice de variété. Nous trouvons un
impact fort des indices de variété sur la PGF. Les nouvelles variétés qui entrent
dans la fonction de production apparaissent comme très faiblement substituables
avec pour effet de favoriser de manière significative la croissance de la TFP.
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I. Introduction
In order to explore how trade enhances growth through the creation and import of
new varieties, Broda, Greenfield and Weinstein (2006) build an exact index
measuring productivity gains due to expanded imported varieties, the so called
“lambda ratio”, and conduct their analysis using highly disaggregate trade data.
However, the model they suggest and the framework they develop relates to
mechanisms that are happening at the firm/sector level rather than at the country
level. This paper aims at providing causal evidence on the effects of expanded
imported varieties on firm level total factor productivity (TFP). It proceeds in four
sections. The first section reviews the relevant literature. The second section
describes the details of the methodology we follow, and especially the derivation of
the lambda ratios. The third section presents the dataset and the variable
construction. The fourth section describes the econometric strategy and discusses
the results.

II. Related literature
With the rising integration of world markets, a process of disintegration of the
production process through the trade of intermediate inputs has been at work (see
Feenstra 1998). Among the most famous examples of this “slicing in the value
chain” (Krugman 1995) phenomenon, the Barbie dolls or Nike shoes and clothing
are most generally mentioned. This disintegration in the production process goes
hand in hand with an increase in varieties, as the seminal model developed by
Krugman (1979) shows 2 . Though the debate about the significance of the impact of
integration on growth and total factor productivity is not empirically settled 3
concerning the price-quantity channel, it is generally admitted that countries gain
2

3

In Krugman (1979), gains from trade come both from a drop in the equilibrium price (because of the
increase in the elasticity of demand) but also from an increase in total product variety. For a textbook
presentation, we can refer to Feenstra (1988).
See for instance Rodriguez and Rodrik (2000) vs. Sachs and Warner (1995).
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from trade through the expansion in the number of traded varieties, what is also
refered to as “quality growth” in this paper. Romer (1994) explores the effects that
new goods have on welfare and suggests “to leave behind the confortable vision of a
world in which all change comes from increased quantities of existing goods” (what
he calls the principle of plenitude that states that the world is full, every
conceivable

entities

already

existing).

There

are

basically

three

ways

of

conceptualizing the effect of quality growth on price, welfare, growth and
productivity. First, according to the hedonic pricing methodology – introduced by
Court (1939) and revived by Griliches (1961) – quality growth is seen as an
improvement in product characteristics. Goods are viewed as a set of characteristics
that have different weights in the consumer utility function. For a very pedagogical
presentation of the hedonic price methodology, we can refer to Berndt (1990).
Broadly speaking, the most standard approach consists in specifying a functional
form (generally semi logarithmic) for the price of a given variety, with the different
qualities as arguments. Since this implies exacting data requirements, this method
is generally applied to a limited number of goods by statistical institutes 4 . Bils and
Klenow (2001) show for instance that the BLS does not fully adjust for quality
upgrading, with 60% of the quality growth being captured as higher inflation than
higher real growth. A second approach is more concerned with welfare and
considers quality growth as the introduction of totally new goods that consumers
are unable to purchase until these goods come on the markets. The welfare impact
of the introduction of new goods was first studied by Hicks (1942,1946). Hausman
(1981, 1997) refines the Hicks approach of a compensated demand curve and
calculates a “virtual” or “reservation” price that sets demand for the new good or
service to zero. In this approach, the welfare impact of the introduction of new
goods is thus estimated as the welfare associated with a price drop from the
4

For instance, we can refer to Shapiro and Wilcox (1996) concerning the BLS price statistics and also
to the Boskin Commission Report.
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relatively high reservation price to the lower current price. This review of literature
being by no means exhaustive, numerous references can be found in Petrin (2002).
A third approach focuses on the effect of quality growth on growth, consumer price
index and total factor productivity. Broadly speaking, its starting point consists in a
refinement of a simple count of the number of varieties, accounting for the weights
of new varieties and their degree of substitution with old ones. In international
trade, globalization, as we saw, does not only affect price and quantity but also the
number of traded varieties which official international statistics do not totally take
into account but having potentially strong implications in terms of productivity and
welfare. For instance, the assumption that the set of goods never changes tends to
significantly underestimate the welfare loss of protection (see Feenstra 1992, Romer
1994, Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare 5 1997, Rutherford and Tarr 2002). Funke and
Ruhwedel (2001) utilizing data for 19 OECD countries, find support that a higher
degree of product variety relative to the US helps to explain relative per capita GDP
levels. Their empirical work relies upon some direct measures of product variety
calculated from 6 digit OECD export and import data. However, the model they base
their study upon which draws heavily on Feenstra (1994), does not include
elasticities of substitution among varieties. However, if there is a lot of substitution
across varieties then GDP per capita has little chance to be impacted by an increase
in the number of varieties. Using a significantly more disaggregate and exact
methodology than Funke and Ruhwedel (2001), Broda and Weinstein (2004)
“document some stylized facts about the growth in global varieties which suggest
that there may have been substantial welfare gains through the import of new
varieties”. They show that the “average large importing countries source imports
from 50 percent more countries than they did 25 years ago”. Moreover, they
calculate the impact of increased variety on import prices and find that
5

They find that trade liberalization that occured in Costa Rica between 1986 and 1992 was
accompanied by a surge in import variety.
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conventional measures of import price inflation may be biased upwards.
Concentrating on the US economy, Broda and Weinstein (2006) “reconstruct the US
import price index and show that the unmeasured growth in product variety from
US imports has been an important source of gains from trade over the last three
decades (1972-2001)”. They use Feenstra’s (1994) methodology to “estimate 30,000
elasticities and then construct an aggregate price index that is robust to common
changes in quality variation, the arbitrary splitting of categories, the introduction of
new goods”. They document that “the number of varieties imported by the US,
defined as the number of import categories multiplied by the average number of
source countries for each category, quadrupled”. About half of this increase was
due to increases in the number of categories and half due to a doubling of the
number of countries from which the US imported each good. They find that the
price of US imports has been falling at “a rate 1.2% per year faster than one would
have thought without taking new varieties into account”. In a more recent paper,
shifting their focus from import prices to TFP, Broda, Greenfield and Weinstein
(2006) “using highly disaggregated trade data structurally estimate the impact that
new imports have had on productivity in approximately 4000 markets per country”.
They build “an exact TFP index that aggregates these micro gains and find that the
typical country in the world experienced a net increase in varieties of 0.7 percent
per year”, with France experiencing an increase of almost 1% per year 6 , which is
much higher than the median developed country (contribution of 0.4 percent).

III. Methodology
To quantify the potential gains in total factor productivity from input variety, we
chose a Spence-Dixit-Stiglitz framework with a constant elasticity of substitution
(CES) production function. The concept of monopolistic competition is relatively old
6

cf table 4 of their paper.
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since its grounds were laid out by Chamberlain (1933). Four hypotheses can
describe the monopolistic competition model. First, firms sell products of the same
type but imperfectly substitutable (concept of variety). Second, each firm produces a
single variety with increasing returns and set its price. Third, the number of firms
in the industry is high enough in order to ensure that each firm is negligible
relatively to the others. Fourth, the free entry condition in the industry guarantees
zero profit. Therefore each firm is in a monopolistic situation in her own market
(where the variety she produces is sold) but given that other firms exist which
produce other varieties the size of this market depends on the behaviour of other
firms and some restrictions are imposed as to how freely the producer can set its
price. The reason why the number of varieties does not grow to infinity in this
model exhibiting increasing returns is because fixed costs are associated to new
varieties. Spence (1976) and Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) propose a way of modelling
Chamberlain’s ideas that could be used in different fields of economics. Krugman
(1979, 1981) develops an extension to international economics of this Spence-DixitStiglitz formalization of the chamberlinian monopolistic competition. The model
provides an explanation to the large volume of exchange of manufactures between
the industrialized economies, which the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson trade model
fails to explain 7 . In this paper, our interest is not about differentiated consumer
goods but differentiated producer goods, in line with Ethier (1982) 8 model, for which
Helpman and Krugman (1985, part 3, chapter 11) provides a generalization
assuming a general cost function depending on all factor prices plus the number of

7

8

As Hummels and Klenow (2002) underline, “big countries trade larger quantities of goods (intensive
margin) but also a larger set of goods (extensive margin)”. For instance, using data on shipments by
110 exporters to 59 importers in 5,000 product categories they find that the extensive margin
“accounts for two-thirds of the greater exports of larger economies, and one-third of the greater
imports of larger economies”. This result might appear as standing in conflict with the prediction of
Krugman’s monopolistic competition model, whereby economies increase exports only through the
extensive margin channel. Alternatively, in Armington (1969) model, expansion takes place through
higher quantity of each variety sold at lower price (intensive margin).
In Ethier (1982), no capital and labour are used in the production function.
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varieties. More recently, this type of production function has been tested in
Harrigan (1995).

General intuition: number of goods in a CES function
The interaction between product variety and economic growth can be simply
illustrated by a model where a country produces a homogenous output good, Y,
using labor, L, capital, K, and a range of differentiated intermediate goods, Mg. A
Cobb-Douglas function describes the production of Y Yt = A Lt

1−α − β

β

Kt M t

α

with A

being the rate of technological progress and M being given by the aggregation of
goods Mg through a standard CES function, with elasticity of substitution γ.
γ

γ −1 γ −1
⎛
⎞
and G = {1,..., n}
M t = ⎜ ∑ M gtγ ⎟
⎜ g∈G
⎟
⎝
⎠

The total number of differentiated inputs add up to what we define as total
intermediate consumption, C:

Ct =

∑M

g∈G

gt

Treating intermediate inputs symmetrically in the production function, we have:

M gt =

Ct
for any g
n

1

It is straightforward to check: M = n γ −1C
t
t
1

Be rewriting this expression as M t = n

γ −1

n(Ct n ) , we see that for a constant Ct n an

increase in the number of varieties n leads to an increase in Mt that is greater than
n time Ct n . Therefore this production function exhibits increasing returns to scale
that directly come from a greater division of labor, what Ethier (1982) refers to as
“international returns to scale”. Another way to look at this property of the CES
production function is to see that the number of intermediate goods, n, enters the

~

production function. Hence building a TFP index, A , as a simple Solow Residual
10

without taking variety into account will lead to assimilate the rate of technological
progress, A , with variety, n, increase.

~
A=

α

Yt
= A n γ −1
1−α − β
β α
Lt
K t Ct

~

n has a direct impact on total factor productivity, as measured by A . For a given
total amount of aggregate intermediate inputs, C, the higher the number of varieties

~

that enter C, the higher A .

Theoretical model
We start with the model described in the first paragraph of this section but add one
more tier to the production process, in line with Broda and Weinstein (2004, 2006)
and Broda, Greenfield and Weinstein (2006). The production function is CobbDouglas as described above with the first tier positing that Mt comes from the
aggregation of goods g at time t.
γ

γ −1 γ −1
⎛
⎞
⎜
M t = ∑ M gtγ ⎟
⎜ g∈G
⎟
⎝
⎠

Where γ is the elasticity of substitution across goods. Each good g comes from
aggregating a set Igt of varieties mgit (i denoting the variety), purchased at price pgit.

M gt

1
⎛
⎜
σg
= ⎜ d git mgit
⎜ i∈I gt
⎝

∑

σg
σ g −1 σ −1
⎞ g
σg ⎟

( )

⎟
⎟
⎠

Where σg is the elasticity of substitution across varieties and dgit is a technological
parameter. We will discuss what g and i exactly represent in a following section. For
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each good g, it is straightforward to derive the expression for the minimum cost
associated with purchasing one unit of intermediate good g:

⎧
⎪Min ∑ p git m git
i∈I gt
⎨
⎪s.t.M = 1
gt
⎩
Solving the optimization problem yields the unit-costs function :

⎛
1−σ
c( p gt , I gt , d gt ) = ⎜ ∑ bgit p git g
⎜ i∈I
⎝ gt

1

⎞ 1−σ g
⎟
with bgit being expressed in function of dgit and pgt
⎟
⎠

being the vector of variety prices.
Differentiating the unit-cost function, we get the expenditure shares sgit.

s git =

p git mgit

∑p

i∈I gt

git

mgit

=

∂ ln c( p gt , I gt , d gt )
∂ ln p git

= c( p gt , I gt , d gt )

σ g −1

1−σ g

bgit p git

Hence, taking the ratio between two time periods, s and t (s<t):

c( pgt , I gt , d gt ) pgit sgis g
=
for any variety i.
c( pgs , I gs , d gs ) p gis s1git(1−σ g )
(

1 1− σ

)

This leads us to the following definitions and properties:
Definition 1: We define the Sato-Vartia log-ideal weight wgits between time t and

s git − s gis
time s of each variety i in good g as 9 : wgits =

ln s git − ln s gis
N
s git − s gis

∑ ln s
i =1

git

.

− ln s gis

Definition 2: The Sato-Vartia price index relative to good g between period t and
period s is given by:

Σ gts

9

⎛pi
= ∏⎜ g t
⎜
i∈I g ⎝ p gis

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

wgits

It can be shown that this weight is approximately equal to: 1/3 arithmetic mean+ 2/3 geometric
mean between sgit and sgis.
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With Ig, being the set of varieties that are common in t and s ( I g = I gt ∩ I gs ).

Definition 3: A price index is “exact” (Diewert) if this price index equals the ratio of
unit-costs.

Property 1: Under the assumption of constant Igt (and constant bt), the Sato-Vartia
price index Σ gts is exact: Σ gts =
Property

Σ gts =

2:

Under

c( p gt , I gt , d gt )

c( p gs , I gs , d gs

) (λ

c ( p gt , I gt , d gt )

c ( p gs , I gs , d gs )

the

assumption

λ sg )1 (σ −1) with λtg =
g

tg

that

∑p

gi t

m git

∑p

gi t

m git

i∈I g

i∈I gt

Igt

is

non

constant:

Definition 4: The Sato-Vartia price index relative to the composite good between
period t and period s is given by:

Σ ts = ∏ Σ gtsgts
w

g

If the set of varieties in t and s was the same and the taste parameters d time
unvarying, we hence know that the Sato-Vartia price index would be “exact”
(Diewert), i.e. equal to the ratio of unit-costs in t and s. However a bias between the
Sato-Vartia price index and the ratio of unit-costs arises from the fact that the set
of varieties in t and s, Igt and Igs, are not identical. The aggregation of goods g to get
the composite good Mt, will lead to a bias in the resulting price index equals to:

∏ (λ

tg

λsg )w (σ −1)
gts

g
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g

With wgt being the Sato-Vartia log-ideal weight of good g in total composite
intermediate good 10 .

∏ (λ

Property 3:

λ sg )w (σ −1) gives the bias in estimating change in the unit costs
gts

tg

g

g

associated with intermediate consumption by price indices that are based on
common varieties only. By the same token,

∏ (λ

λ sg )αw (σ −1) gives the bias in
gts

tg

g

g

estimating total factor productivity.

Let us expand the expression for this bias in TFP estimation and detail how it is
determined:

∏ (λ

tg

λsg )αw

g

gts

⎛ ∑ p gi t mgit ∑ p gis mgis
⎜ i∈I
i∈I
(σ g −1)
. gs
= ∏⎜ g
g ⎜ ∑ p gi t mgit ∑ p gis m gis
⎜ i∈I
i∈I g
⎝ gt

αwgts (σ g −1)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

First we observe evidently that if the set of varieties is constant for each good, this
bias boils down to 1. If Ig is small compared to Igt, lots of new i’s appeared between
time s and time t, varieties creation was strong and λtg is low and so is the lambda
ratio. However, if new i’s that appeared between s and t account for a small
proportion of good g; the downward impact of these new varieties on the lambda
ratio will not be so big. Symmetrically, if many i’s were in Igs but not in Ig, it means
that the process of variety destruction was strong. λ sg will be high, driving up the
lambda ratio and moderating the effect of variety creation reflected by a low λtg .
Hence the lambda ratio can be interpreted as a measure of net increase in varieties.
The lower is the lambda ratio, the more intense variety creation. The effect of variety
sigt − sigs

10

wgts =

( ) ( )

ln sigt − ln sigs
sigt − sigs

∑ ln(s )− ln(s )

g∈G

igt

igs
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creation on the lambda ratio will be high only to the extent that new varieties
account for a large proportion of the intermediate good. The lambda ratios are
calculated at the level of each good g. The aggregation of these good-level biases
gives the total bias related to the composite intermediate good. We obtain the
impact on TFP by raising this expression to the power 11 α , which reflects the weight
of intermediate consumption in total output. The weight of each good in the
aggregate bias will naturally increase with its Sato-Vartia log-ideal weight together
with the elasticity of substitution of the good. Indeed, clearly, if a good exhibits new
varieties but is highly substitutable, the impact of these new varieties on the
composite intermediate good will not be so large.

IV. Dataset and variable construction
We work on a database including information on French importing firms and
resulting from the matching of two databases. The first database comes from
custom declarations. It contains the amount of importations of all importing firms
(identified with an identification code “SIREN”) for each year between 1993 and
2003, for each product at a 4 digit level classification and by origins of imports.
This file is similar to the one used in Biscourp and Kramarz (2007) but they work
on the period 1986-1992. We match this custom database with a subpart of the
“FIBEN” database (Banque de France balance sheet dataset). Clerks in the different
local subsidiaries of the Bank de France contact firm to complete a survey. The
Fiben database comes from the collection and the cleaning of these surveys,
including all businesses with more than 50 employees and a fraction of smaller
firms. Its coverage ratio (in terms of number of employees) is 57% but is smaller for
service sectors. The Banque de France uses these data (plus information from
banks including payment incidents) for computing the firm score, which is

11

The exponent α represents the share of intermediate consumption in total output.
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massively used by commercial banks for evaluating the financial risk for each firm
(see Bardos 1998). The database includes the different variables of a standard firm
tax forms plus a set of complementary variables. In particular we have information
about total wage bill, number of employees, intermediate consumption for each year
and each firm.

Construction of increase in varieties
Whereas it is straightforward to think that two products within a narrow category
correspond to two varieties of the same good, assuming that different countries
export different varieties is somewhat less natural. Several papers provide support
for that assumption. Schott (2001) shows that for a given variety, the richer the
origin country, the higher the export price to the US. Davis and Weinstein (2002)
stress the “striking difference in the number of suppliers of particular product
categories and give as the most obvious explanation that importers will tend to
source differentiated goods from a wide number of countries”. Their argumentation
is based on a the idea that the “sourcing of homogeneous goods can be modelled by
a linear programming problem (Dorfman, Samuelson, and Solow 1958) which gives
only a very small number of non zero paths”. Therefore a high number of suppliers
of a good is an indication that the good is highly differentiated.

This paper defines a variety as an origin country 12 . We assume that firms import as
many varieties as we observe origin countries in their custom declarations. This
alternative definition may appear as strongly limitative but we need this assumption
to treat goods that are produced in France and goods that are produced abroad

12
An alternative option would be to limit ourselves to imports and view variety as the combination of a 4
digit product and an origin country. This option would be the closest to the way Broda, Greenfield and Weinstein
define a variety. For each firm we have the breakdown of her imports at the 4 digit level together with the origin
country of imports. We reproduce tables 1 to 3 using this option and show that the results are robust to this
alternative hypothesis.
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symmetrically in the CES production function. Indeed we do not have a breakdown
of domestically produced intermediate consumptions by types of goods.

One way to look at the increase in the number of varieties would be to do a simple
count for each firm and each good. As we saw in a previous section, in a simple
framework assuming symmetry across varieties, the number of varieties

n can

determine TFP, the source of which is left unidentified by the simple neoclassical
growth model. However, two problems arise from using n as a direct measure of
varieties. As Broda and Weinstein (2006) explain, first, “if new varieties represent
only a small (large) share of total expenditure in a good, then a simple count of
varieties will grossly overestimate (underestimate) the true impact of new varieties”.
Secondly, if new varieties are arbitrarily introduced due to some “administrative”
changes in the statistical classification, then a simple count artificially increases
biasing the increase in product variety upwards. We hence use lambda ratio index
since they are meant to give us an exact measure of the impact of variety increase
on TFP.
In the one sector case (increase in varieties stems only from increase in origin
countries), this lambda ratio index is calculated as:

∑ cjt cjt
λtj
c∈I ∩ I
=
λt −1 j
∑ pcjt mcjt
p m

tj

c∈I tj

t −1 j

∑p

c∈I t −1 j

cjt −1

∑p

c∈I tj ∩ I t −1 j

mcjt −1

cjt −1

mcjt −1

Where Itj represents the set of countries c firm j imports from at time t.
Similarly, increase in varieties can be computed in the same way at the sector level,
replacing firms j with sectors in the above given formula. According to this measure,
a variety will be considered as a new variety if it is purchased at time t by at least
one firm in the sector but was not imported at time t-1 at all. A variety that
disappears is counted exactly in the opposite way.
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Total Factor Productivity computation
As the theoretical model developed in the third section makes it clear, increase in
varieties is likely to have an impact on TFP only to the extent that we work with

~

output TFP (what we called A ). Value-added TFP only captures the efficiency of the
combination between capital and labour and not the gains coming from a finer
division in intermediate inputs. One major problem we faced in computing output
TFP is the calculation of real capital stock, since FIBEN includes balance sheet data
only. To be more specific, working on balance sheet data, the value of physical
assets that is reported in FIBEN is given at historical costs. For instance, suppose
that the 1993 capital stock of firm i was entirely purchased in 1970 by firm i, the
value of this capital stock that appears in firm i‘s balance sheet is the amount in
1970 euros that firm i paid for it in 1970. Thus we would need to deflate by 1970
price level to infer the corresponding volume of capital stock. Therefore we need to
estimate the average age of capital, which we do not directly observe, to adjust for
this price effect and construct accurate measure of capital stocks in volume.

Using two alternative methods, we estimate two different measures of capital stocks
in volume that account for differences in the average age of capital (see appendix).
Once we have estimated capital stocks, TFP for firm j at time t is computed as a
Solow Residual:

TFPj ,t =

Y j ,t
βj

K j ,t L j ,t

1−α j − β j

C j ,t

αj

1-βj-αj and αj are taken respectively as the shares of intermediate consumption and
of wage bill in total production. The parameter for capital stock, βj, is computed as
a residual. These parameters are calculated as a time average of the firm level
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relevant ratios assuming that the production function varies across firms but is
constant over time.

V. Econometric strategy and results
We want to empirically investigate how TFP growth of firm j between time s and time
t relates to the increase in varieties that are imported by firm j between these two
periods. The baseline equation is the following:

ln(TFPt , j ) − ln(TFPs , j ) = θlambda ratio t , s , j + c + ε t , s ,i

(

)

As we saw in section 3, θ can be theoretically identified as α σ g − 1 . α being the
share of intermediate consumption in total output (generally estimated around 13 0.5
for France), an estimate of θ consequently provides an estimate of σ g . We opt for a
geographical way of defining varieties: one variety is associated with one origin
country. The TFP measure we use is based on the permanent inventory method but
we check the robustness of all results by running the regressions using the
alternative capital stock. Appendix provides general summary statistics about the
dataset. Firms in our dataset belong to the following sectors: manufacture of food
products, beverages and tobacco, manufacture of consumer goods, manufacture of
motor vehicles, manufacture of capital goods, manufacture of intermediate goods,
energy, construction, retail, transports, services to businesses. We can see that the
average number of origin countries per firm increases from 3.8 to 4.1 between 1994
and 1998 to decline to 3.4 in 2001, as if the peak of globalization process had taken
place after the launch of the European Union. According to these figures, a
13

See for instance:
http://www.insee.fr/fr/indicateur/cnat_annu/base_2000/documentation/methodologie/resume_nb1
.htm
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globalization process was strongly at work in the 1990s and seems to have been
declining or at least decelerating after 1998. Appendix shows descriptive statistics
for the BGW index of increase in varieties. On average, the contribution of import
varieties to productivity is 0.01 which is lower than Broda, Greenfield and
Weinstein estimate for France (0.09). Two reasons can explain this difference. First,
we have firms from the service sector in our dataset whereas Broda, Greenfield and
Weinstein focus on the manufacturing sector only. Second, we rely on a more
restrictive definition of variety (origin country only) whereas product differenciation
(6 digit) is taken into account in their paper. In order to make sure that results do
not depend on outliers, we perform the following data cleaning. In the raw version of
our dataset, certain firms have increase in varieties by more than 500%, which we
do not consider as realistic values. We chose to exclude firms having a lambda ratio
above 3 and below 0.33%. TFP growth ranges from -250% to 210% and we do not
perform any data cleaning with respect to this variable. This data cleaning entails
the exclusion of about one third of the observations. The discarded observations are
evenly distributed across sectors. This datacleaning may appear as massive
compared to usual ones discarding the 5% tails but given the huge skewness of the
distribution, we wanted to make sure that our results do not hinge on a few
outliers. We are left with 117882 observations covering 28586 firms. Working at the
sector level, we can compute the variety creation/destruction of the whole sector
and the maximum and minimum values are ranging from -80% to 60%. At the
sector level, it is worth noting that the mean contribution of varieties evolves in line
with the average number of origin countries per firm. Table 1 gives the estimation
results from regressing firm level TFP growth on firm contribution of variety. The
first column gives the estimation output by ordinary least square (OLS), the second
by fixed effects estimation and the third one by random effects estimation. The
impact of import varieties on TFP growth is not significant and the elasticity of TFP
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to the index of variety increase is estimated at 0.003, implying σ g ≈ 200 . According
to this estimation, the elasticity of substitution across varieties is so high that the
impact of new varieties on TFP is almost zero.
Table 1. Firm level regression
Endogenous variable
Estimation method
Impact of varieties
Constant
R2
Observations
Number of firms

TFP growth
OLS
0.003
(1.39)
yes
0.00
177882

FE
0.002
(0.76)
yes
0.00
177882
28586

RE
0.003
(1.27)
yes
0.00
177882
28586

Robust t statistics in parentheses
*significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%*
The Hansen tests show that the RE estimator is consistent

However, two econometric issues arise from this empirical strategy. First, the
lambda ratios are calculated at the firm level, with potentially strong measurement
errors for some firms. Any single misreporting of an origin country can potentially
yield considerable error measurement in the lambda ratio for a given firm. As
textbooks show, the OLS estimator is biased and inconsistent in case of error of
measurement of the regressors (downward bias). Secondly, at the firm level, the
increase in variety growth might be thought as not totally exogenous with respect to
TFP growth (upward bias). For instance, due to the fixed costs of imports, in a given
sector, firms facing big positive TFP shocks might be able to increase the number of
imported varieties in a large proportion. Hence, a positive TFP shock may entail an
increase in the number of imported varieties. Also, positive demand shocks make
firms more profitable and hence increase the number of countries they outsource
from. The instrumental variable (IV) estimator can be a potential solution to these
two econometric problems (measurement error and endogeneity). We first use the
sectoral increase in varieties as an instrument for firm level product varieties. We
define a sector at the 3 digit level (NAF 700, 550 categories). The median sector
includes 20 firms and 140 observations (mattress fabrication, computers…).
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Though 25% of sectors have more than 56 firms (386 observations), 25% have less
than 6 firms. Therefore we keep in mind that this sectoral instrument might not be
totally exogenous given the low number of firms in certain sectors. We build lambda
ratios using sectors as the level of analysis to measure variety creation and
destruction. This measure is less dependent on outliers. Table 2 gives the results of
the IV regressions. We see that the coefficient on variety is higher (around 1.2 for
the FE estimation) 14 . However, the significance is low when controlling for
intragroup correlation at the sector level. Table 3 shows the results including sales
as a control variable, the coefficient is estimated between 1.0 and 1.2 which is
coherent with the previous estimations (no control variables). The underlying
elasticity of substitution is around 15 1.25.

Table 2: IV regressions using sectoral increase in variety (broad definition)
Endogenous
variable
Estimation method
Impact of varieties
Hansen J statistics
Anderson LR test
(P stat in brackets)
Observations
Number of firms

TFP growth
IV
1.826
(2.04)*
0.00
6.70
(0.0096)
177862

IV FE
1.226
(1.94)
0.00
6.70
(0.0096)
175348
26070

IV RE
1.826
(2.04)*
0.00
6.70
(0.0096)
177862
28584

IV++
1.826
(1.21)
0.00
6.70
(0.0096)
177862

IV FE++
1.226
(1.35)
0.00
6.70
(0.0096)
175348
26070

Robust t statistics in parentheses
*significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%*
++
adjust standard errors for intragroup correlation (sector clustering) for the IV and IV FE
Instruments: Instruments: increase in the number of varieties, BGW index, measured at the sector level

14

15

Using the alternative definition of varieties (a variety defined as the combination of an origin country
and a 4 digit product) yields similar results for tables 1 to 3.
Using the formula:

σ g = 0.5 θˆ + 1
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Table 3. IV regressions using the sectoral growth of variety
Endogenous variable
Estimation method

TFP growth
IV
IV FE

Impact of varieties

1.236
(1.73)
0.183
(18.77)**
0.000
6335
(0.012)
177836

Sales (growth) sector
Hansen J statistics
Anderson LR test
(P value in brackets)
Observations
Number of firms

0.979
(1.69)
0.201
(19.14)**
0.000
6335
(0.012)
175322
26070

IV RE

IV ++

IV FE++

1.236
(1.73)
0.183
(18.77)**
0.000
6335
(0.012)
177836
28584

1.236
(1.06)
0.183
(11.11)**
0.000
6335
(0.012)
177836

0.979
(1.23)
0.201
(13.68)**
0.000
6335
(0.012)
175322
26070

Robust t statistics in parentheses
*significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%*
++
adjust standard errors for intragroup correlation (sector clustering) for the IV and IV FE
Instruments: increase in the number of varieties, measured at the sectoral level

We now want to build a measure of variety growth that is not driven by sector
specific demand shocks. To do so, we isolate the part of sectoral imports that is only
driven by exchange rates variation. This measure will depend only on international
macro-economic development and can therefore be assumed as exogenous to
sectoral TFP growth. We build a predicted lambda ratio index that we define as
follows:

∑Vˆ

λˆtk
c∈I ∩ I
=
λˆt −1k
∑ Vˆckt

ckt

tk

t −1 k

c∈I tk

∑Vˆ

c∈I t −1 k

ckt −1

∑Vˆ

for each sector k

ckt −1

c∈I tk ∩ I t −1 k

With Vˆckt being defined by the following procedure. Let Vcjt represents the value of
imports of firm j from country c in period t: Vcjt = p cjt mcjt . We run the following Tobit
regression :

Vcjt = Vcjt* if Vcjt* > 0
Vcjt = 0 if Vcjt* ≤ 0
*
*
where Vcjt is a latent variable : Vcjt = ωXRct + τ + ε cjt

XRct represents the real exchange rate of country c. We run regressions for around
500 sectors and 100 countries and therefore run around 50,000 regressions. ω and
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τ are estimated for each sector and each country. Appendix gives examples of these
regressions for some major countries. For around 2/3 of the occurrences, ω̂
appears as significantly different from 0, with a positive sign. In the remaining
cases, the coefficient is not significantly different from 0 or has the wrong sign (in
less than 5% of the estimations). From this exercise, we deduce Vˆckt , Tobit predicted
value, capturing the part of sectoral imports which is driven by exchange rates only:

⎧⎪Vˆckt = ωˆ kc XRct + τˆkc if ωˆ kc XRct + τˆkc > 0
⎨
⎪⎩Vˆckt = 0 if ωˆ kc XRct + τˆkc ≤ 0
From this, we build predicted sectoral lambda ratios that we use as an instrument
in the regression of TFP on increase in variety. The correlation between the
predicted lambda ratio and the observed one is around 0.4. Tables 4 and 5 give the
estimation output of the IV regressions using the predicted lambda ratios. The
estimated coefficients range between 1.22 and 1.36 (with fixed effect and random
effect estimations). The underlying elasticity of substitution, σ g , is around 16 1.5,
which may appear as relatively low, compared to the elasticities reported in Broda,
Greenfield and Weinstein (2006) for France 17 . However their elasticities refer to
substitution across 6-digit Harmonized System product category from a particular
country, whereas we are concerned with substitution across all the goods from a
particular country, which is likely to be way lower. New varieties that are used as
intermediate inputs appear as weakly substitutable and are therefore conducive to
higher TFP growth. The correlation does not seem to hinge upon reverse causality
effects or endogeneity issue.

16
17

Using the formula:

σ g = 0.5 θˆ + 1

The 3-digit elasticity they report is 3.71 for the median product, ranging from 1.06 to 131 with a
mean of 6.03.
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Table 4. IV regressions using the predicted lambda ratios as instrument. No control
variable
Endogenous variable
Estimation method

TFP growth
IV
IV FE

Impact of varieties

1.962
(3.34)**
0.000
5.649
(0.02)
177853

Hansen J statistics
Anderson LR test
(P stat in brackets)
Observations
Number of firms

1.350
(3.29)**
0.000
5.649
(0.02)
175339
26067

IV RE

IV ++

IV FE++

1.359
(3.58)**
0.000
5.649
(0.02)
177853
28581

1.962
(2.22)*
0.000
5.649
(0.02)
177853

1.350
(2.45)*
0.000
5.649
(0.02)
175339
26067

Robust t statistics in parentheses
*significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%*
++
adjust standard errors for intragroup correlation (sector clustering) for the IV and IV FE
Instruments: increase in the number of varieties, measured at the sectoral level

Table 5. IV regressions using the predicted lambda ratios as instrument controlling
for sectoral sales
Endogenous variable
Estimation method

TFP growth
IV
IV FE

Impact of varieties

1.645
(3.13)**
0.178
(20.41)**
0.000
5.245
(0.02)
177827

Sales (growth) sector
Hansen J statistics
Anderson LR test
(P stat in brackets)
Observations
Number of firms

1.223
(3.12)**
0.197
(22.11)**
0.000
5.245
(0.02)
175313
26067

IV RE

IV ++

IV FE++

1.244
(3.37)**
0.195
(23.82)**
0.000
5.245
(0.02)
177827
28581

1.645
(2.17)*
0.178
(13.51)**
0.000
5.245
(0.02)
177827

1.223
(2.48)*
0.197
(16.97)**
0.000
5.245
(0.02)
175313
26067

Robust t statistics in parentheses
*significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%*
++
adjust standard errors for intragroup correlation (sector clustering) for the IV and IV FE
Instruments: increase in the number of varieties, measured at the sectoral level

Concluding remarks
The purpose of this paper is to investigate international returns to scale, stemming
from the disintegration of the production. Our strategy is to build an exact index of
increase in varieties (the lambda ratio index) that is supposed to reflect the impact
of new varieties on TFP within a Spence-Dixit-Stiglitz framework with a CES
production function. The standpoint we chose is purely econometrical since we are
concerned about the correlation coefficient between the lambda ratio index and
growth in TFP at the firm level. With a standard assumption about the share of
intermediate inputs in total output, we are able to retrieve an estimate of the
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elasticity of substitution between goods from different countries. An alternative
standpoint could have been accounting: using existing estimates of the elasticities
of substitution - for instance the ones provided by Broda, Greenfield and Weinstein
(2006) - we could have investigated how much TFP growth is attributable to variety
expansion. Measurement problems are central to the question we try to address.
Due to potentially frequent misreporting of the origin country in custom
declarations, that are not possible to identify through standard datacleaning, the
lambda ratios are likely to be crippled with strong measurement errors at the firm
level. A great deal of our endeavour in this paper is precisely to deal with this issue.
Especially, working with estimated bilateral imports rather than observed ones, we
are able to adjust the lambda ratios index for measurement errors and find a strong
impact of the lambda ratio on TFP. New varieties that enter the production function
appear as weakly substitutable - with an elasticity of substitution ranging from
1.25 and 1.5 - and conducive to significant TFP growth.
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Appendix 1:
Varieties defined as the increase in the number of origin countries

nb of firms
Average nb of
country per
firm

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

18001

18812

19496

19487

19870

20993

21446

21622

21663

21165

3.36

3.36

3.39

3.65

3.82

4.15

4.21

4.12

3.96

3.82

Contribution of varieties
contribution of varieties
firm level (in percent)
mean
Std
10%
dev
1994
-.72
16.5
-.62
1995
.14
5.73
-.96
1996
.14
5.30
-.86
1997
.30
5.22
-.99
1998
.16
5.48
-.99
1999
1.0
7.4
-.91
2000
.16
5.41
-.77
2001
-.21
5.55
-.37
2002
-.02
5.20
-.43
2003
.06
4.57
-.38

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

median

90%

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

.82
.56
.38
.37
.46
.77
.36
.81
.42
.31

TFP growth
mean
Std
dev

10%

median

90%

.28
.11
-.32
.05
.89
1.2
.36
-.87
-.89
-.97

-8.0
-7.9
-8.3
-7.7
-6.5
-6.4
-7.9
-8.5
-9.1
-8.6

.36
-.05
-.04
.09
.60
1.1
.58
-1.1
-.7
-1.1

8.6
8.2
7.3
7.6
8.7
8.8
8.2
7.3
6.8
6.7

9.3
8.4
8.2
8.4
8.1
8.0
8.2
8.5
8.4
8.3
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Sector
Manufacture of food products, beverages and tobacco
Manufacture of consumers goods
Manufacture of motor vehicles
Manufacture of capital goods
Manufacture of intermediate goods
Energy
Construction
Trade
Transports
Services to businesses

Proportion of firms in this sector (%)
4.37
6.09
0.67
7.19
15.61
0.17
12.01
31.99
7.97
13.91

First stage regression for table 2
variety growth- sector level
Observations

OLS
variety growth firm level
.379
(13.78)**
175368

First stage regression for table 3
variety growth- sector level
R2
Observations

OLS
variety growth firm level
0.0414
(2.59)**
0.000
175348

Predicted lambda ratios: First stage Tobit regressions (tables 7 and 8)
Dependent variable: import from country c
Country
Spain
UK
Germany
Exchange rate vis -4.54e+07
-21926.73
-418457.4
a vis c*
(-17.91)
(-1.82)
(-10.86)
Nb of obs.

275278
145914
leftcensored
observations
at
M<=0

275278
160213
leftcensored
observations
at
M<=0

275278
103789
leftcensored
observations
at
M<=0

* t statistics are in parenthesis

First stage regression for table 7
variety growth- sector level
R2
Observations

OLS
Variety growth firm level
0.138
(5.13)
0.0002
121253
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Italy
-1.01e+09
(-17.99)

US
57007.66
(-8.32)

275278
76127
leftcensored
observations
at
M<=0

275278
126986
leftcensored
observations
at
M<=0

First stage regression for table 8
variety growth- sector level
Sales (growth)
R2 (centered)
Observations

OLS
Variety growth firm level
0.1022975
(4.15)
-.0323803
(-7.09)
0.0004
121253
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Appendix 2. Capital stocks 18
Let KHC be the capital stock (gross), at historical costs, observed from balance sheet
data and KCP the gross capital stock at current price (unobserved), let D be total
depreciation and fD, the flow of depreciation (both observed). The net subscript
denotes that we refer to net values. It is investment and pt is the price of investment.
l is the asset life. We have:

K HC t = pt I t + ... + pt −l I t −l

K CP t = pt I t + ... + pt I t −T
Knet HCt = K HCt − Dt

fDt =

1 l
1 l
p I and Dt = ∑i =0 ip t −i I t −i
∑
i = 0 t −i t −i
l
l

Capital stocks were first estimated by the perpetual inventory method, assuming
geometric depreciation. Suppose a firm enters the database at year te. The average
age of capital stock, a, is calculated as (see appendix 3):

a=l−

Knet HC
fD

with A being taken from macro-economic statistics.
The initial quantity of capital stock for a given firm in te is estimated by taking the
net value of capital stock at historical costs in te divided by investment price in te-a.
The physical capital stock for any t>te is calculated through an incrementation
procedure using the flows of investment and depreciation, which are both observed
(permanent inventory method).
The second method is implemented in various works by the French National
Institute for Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE). The idea is to rewrite the
capital

18

stock

at

current

price

as

follows :

I am extremely imdebted to the members of the Banque de France Goods Market Network, supervised by Gilbert Cette, for
participating in the construction of these stocks.
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K CP t ≈ pt I t + (1 + p& ) pt −1I t −1 + ... + (1 + lp& ) pt −l I t −l with p& being some estimate for the
average inflation rate of the investment deflator between t-A and t.

⎛

Hence : K CP t ≈ K HC t + p& ( p t −1I t −1 + ... + lpt −l I t −l ) and K CP t ≈ K HC t ⎜1 + p&
⎜

⎝

l × Dt
K HC t

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

This last equation gives an estimate for the capital stock at current price.
Note that

l × Dt
can also be interpreted as the average age of the capital stock.
K HC t
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Appendix 3. Total Factor Productivity
Permanent inventory method
The net value of physical capital stock is observed from balance sheet data and can

be expressed as:

∑

T
i =1

⎡
⎤
⎛i⎞
⎢ pt −i I t −i − ⎜ T ⎟ pt −i I t −i ⎥ , T being the asset life.
⎝ ⎠
⎣
⎦

The total depreciation on the stock of this asset during t is also observed from
balance sheet data and can be expressed as:

flowDt =

1 T
∑ p t −i I t −i
T i =1

So

net value of K stock
=
depreciation

∑
=T −
∑

T
i =1
T

∑

T
i =1

pt −i I t −i − (1 / T )∑i =1 ipt −i I t −i
T

(1 / T )∑i =1 pt −i I t −i
T

ipt −i I t −i

i =1

pt − i I t −i

= T − Average age of capital stock

Correlation matrix between TFP (Perpetual Inventory method) and TFP (Mairesse
method)
1.0000
0.9405
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0.9405
1.0000
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